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GENDE
The Physical

•••••
Cavefish

BEAUTY: A CONTEST
I

I

I

The enchanter ' body's are flitting
circles stealing moonlight and darkness
from crows and black birds
-they use it to separate beauty
from malice. They change beauty
to charms to use as weapons
to hoard beauty for themselves.

Raymond thought of himself
as handsome. As tall and
exotic. But Raymond was
a cavefish. Women looked
at Raymond's smooth fleshy
white face slick as sweat
on a cold plum and they
covered their mouths
in horror. But Raymond could
not see them avert their eyes
because Raymond had
no eyes. So Raymond sat
in his darkened room alone
and innocent in his dreams of
desirability and he pressed
the soft indentations above
his cheekbones and
wondered at the sound
of his own breathing.

Unknown margins collide
with the enchanters, sending
Doppler ripples through
their calendars, causing
the black lines to tweak them,
and they fall. Charms spill
from their pockets.
Malice collect the charm
adding
moonlight
to cloudy days, and
cackles
dance tunes for enchantment.

..
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•••••
NAKED
prior ae thetic return
anchor en ual animal animate
decipher indeci ive means
juxtapose procreation
learning curve
form myriad mean
exile explanation
extract sensual tability
tutor mentor me
make mathematic
peak peach plea ure
placement pu he
bread
cake honey melon
weet loaf tretch
this kin time ten
fold in you explode me
careful examination
led canine play to
popcorn into thi
feral affixation

Opposite:
Untitled
Carly Slone
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Man is an Animal of Love
Wi 11 if I had known
that wa the kind
of man he wa , I never
would have married him.

I know exactly what you mean.
You know the one he' with now,
Cynthla Tucker, you know, the one
with the knocker out to here,
well, she thinks that he s house
broken now, boy, is she ever in
for a surprise.
You can certainly say that again.
He's just like my first one,
mind in the gutter all the time.

I'm surprised he didn't buy you a whip.

Sewer you mean, the words that
came from his mouth. Do you
know what he u ed to ay to me?

Men are so perverted!

That came later.

I can't imagine.
- and then he would want me
to do it again, in the bathroom
of all places.
The pig! My second one was like
that too, he used to buy me costumes
and then cut out all the vital parts;
I'd look a sight in them I can tell
you that.
What kind of costumes?
Nun's habits, Florence Nightingale
nursing uniforms, once he made me
dress up like a witch and wear a mask.

Jl

......

Untitled
Carly Slone

•••••
"The Art of Sumo Wrestling"
~

up into the cavity at th ba e
of their pelvi
before a wre tling match.
Some Sumo wre tler
either have their nut
urgicall y removed
or urgically tucked into
their pel vi forever and ever.
Whatever keep them afe and warm.

day, Ca tr ti' voice ar train d
rather than altered
by way of their genitalia
and the steady hand of a doctor.
In spirit if not in form, they train
with an opera coach, just like Axl Rose.
I say that snipped, tucked, or vocally trained
these boys would lose every time
in a wrestling match against an obese, Asian man
with his nuts tucked
inside his pelvis.

My Uncle wa born prematurely
and only one of hi nuts,
right or left, I'm not ure,
dropped.
Like a Sumo wre tler he had to have
at lea ton of hi ball urgically removed.
Not in thi century,
but in one not that long ago,
young boy , trained to be opera mgers
had their te ticle
urgically removed.
These boys were called Ca trati,
and their angelic voice
resembled the
voice of children
forever and ever.
Whatever fills concert hall .

14
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dee. cover of harper' bazaar
Meg cup her leather ve ted brea t
with the expre sion of hearing it called tit
one too many times.
The clock change it face to four.
A bulb pops.
Cameraman Bob one-hand chews hi turkey on white
thinks of his wife's sagging tits
check hi light meter.

....

Opposite:
Untitled
Unknown
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Homo Ae theticus
Man
Sculpted like mahogany
Hard
Prophe ized in ong
Of de pair
Heralded like rain
In dry ea on
Awaited for
Like ju tice for the damned
How do you receive what i mine
And manipulate it
Into art?
Man
Word like
Oil to my kin
Breath like chill
To my ear
Eye
eing but not watching
Me
Can your eye radiate
Heat waves that oothe
The garden of my sen e ?
Are wing attached
To your mental
To flutter around my high?
Man I swim deep waters
In the company of lonely
But you complete my stroke
Down tream a Nile River
In all your plendor

18
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Di covered tombs of jewel and gold
Hidden in thousands
Of years
Of tear
Man
Conden ed in fertile oils
containing the elements of life
Proposing them to Me
In va t fields of harmony
The Sun shall bow
To your soul
For you too have
Produced and
Maintained life
In laughing eyes
Who pouted so like
Wilted tulip
You have
Lubricated peal
Deemed ullen and un
Bearable
You who have
Taken this soul
And created an entirely
New vocabulary of sentiment
Man
Who loves the truth like
A miner digs for diamonds
Must be deemed beauty

111111111111111111111111111111.___~--
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Adam and Eve on eBay
W 11 hav fri nd who mak
a really attra tive couple
Some Friend ,
they just look really good together
or right
or perfect
or wrong.
There are always wrong couples,
but I don ' t want to talk about them.
I want to talk about
a really attractive couple.
Strikingly attractive.
Like how you'd imagine adam and Eve
if they were indie-rock.
I think the e friend of mine
- trikingly attractive friend
probably look really good
when they' re doing it. .
Like movie star good.
like people Magazine good.
Like video tape it and ell it on eBay.
That good.
They glow
STRIKING ATTRACTIVE COUPLE DOING IT (VHS)
bidding starts at twenty bucks.
Seller will ship internationally.
It's not that I necessarily want to watch them
fucking and stuff
I just think that they're really attractive people.

r20 . .. . . .111111111111. .. .III
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Ellis

Cartography
Her face is a weathered terrain.

I trace the faultlines
where her fragile beauty has been fractured
by tremors of anger.
His words rumbled inside her head
until her skull cracked open.
When she re-assembled the bony fragments,
it changed the complexion of her landscape.
The native declared her independence
and overthrew the king.
She re-zoned the borders
and deported him from her territory.
She became a sovereign state,
claiming the new world in her own name.

I read the contours of her face
like a map,
trying to con truct a guide through the pain,
an atlas of her uffering.
I document the geography of her life,
the mountains of triumphs that pushed through
the soil urface,
the valleys of despair that formed when her courage caved in,
the miles of desert she walked without an oasis from pain,
the lonely island her heart became,
adrift in a sea of shame.
I'd like to show her uncharted waters,
currents pulling through her.
I'd Ii.Ke to give her an equator,
a temperate climate,
a center of gravity.

..................
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Leslea Newman
Lesltfa ewman is the award-winning and controversial author of 30 books, including
Out of the Clo et and Nothing to Wear, Still Life with Buddy, and the children's books
Heather
Ha Two Mammie , Saturday i Pattyday. and Too Far Away to Touch , among others. Ms.
Newman talked to NEXUS about gender, writing and the acceptance of a new family
structure.

Thoma Poole: Very imple que tion: What i your definition of gender?
Le lea ewman: That' a imple que tion?
TP: There wa meant to be ome irony in aying that.
LN: Well I gue s I would ay I believe it has to do with per onal choice, with ex pre ion, with
exuality, and exual identity.
TP: Many of your book are geared toward children. You' e had a long line of award-winning
children book . What do you think the importance of ending trong gender me age to children
. ?
1 .

LN: I think the mo t important thing for children to know i that they can be exactly who they are. I
think that hould be celebrated.
TP: Do you fe 1that th re ar other author that encourage that celebration?
by Tomie dePaola. Are you familiar
LN: Th re aw nderful book called Oliv r Button I a Si
with it?
TP: o, I'm not.
LN: It' a wonderful book about a boy who wanf to be a dancer, and of cour e hi father want him
to play port , and what happen when he pur ue hi dream. That' a wonderful book. There' al o
Prince Smartypant , by Babette Cole. There' al o a very good book, William' Doll (written by
Charlotte Zolotow) about a boy who wanted to play with a doll and how no one would let him play
with a doll until hi grandmother did. It' a wonderful book. But I would ay there ha n't been but a
mathering of book over the year that really talk about breaking gender tereotype in children.
Actually, it's a little bit disheartening.
TP: What wa the initial reaction when Heather Ha Two Mommies came out?
LN: You know, initially nothing major happened. The book originally came out in 1989 and it was
co-published by myself and a friend who owned a publishing house called In Other Words Publish
ing, and it was a very grassroot project. We literally raised money in ten dollar donation from
about 400 people. So nothing really happened, and then it was bought out by Alyson Publications
about six months later, at the same time they did Daddy's Roommate. Still nothing really happened
for about a year, but then it seemed like people started discovering these books and it led to people
having a lot of problems with them .. .and trying to get the books out of the library, and just trying to
literally bum copies, rip them up, and glue page together.

22
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TP: o a oon a a few people di covered it, and they didn't like it, then they told a friend, and they
told a fri nd ...?
LN: Well, I al o know that the book wa al o picked up by the radical right. And they are very well
organized, and th y hav a lot of money and word can pread fa t. It eem like one day omeone
aid, 'Well g to y ur library, get this book out and th n don't bring it back.' It ju t di appeared
and when my publi her heard that, he aid that he would replace the copie that were taken or being
reque ted by the librarie .
TP: Speaking of the radical right, on your website reviews of H ather Ha Two Mommie , the la t
[review] ay , 'Proof of the decline of we tern civilization,' and it's attributed to an 'Anonymous
Right Wing Activist.' Were most of the critics facele sin that way, more anonymous, or did anyone
claim their critici m?
LN: Well, let' see. Newt Gingrich has been outspoken. Jesse Healms has been outspoken. Senator
Smith of New Hampshire has been very outspoken. Mary Cummings has been pretty pivotal in
getting the book out of New York City' school curriculum. So, there were people who were not shy
at all.
TP: Not hy, and ome pretty big name a well.
LN: Right.
TP: Have other books, like Gloria Goes to Gay Pride, or Belinda's Bouquet recieved the ame
critici m?
LN: No, it' pretty much been 'Heather' for ome reason, and I don't really know why? Well, now
the other books are unfortunately out of print. But, I think it was something about the title, Heather
Ha Two Mommies, like, 'How dare a child have two mommies,' or, 'How dare two women both
con ider them elves a mother of this child.' It's a pretty out there title.
TP: And a pretty good title as well.
LN: Well thank you.
TP: What typ of theme do you explore in your more adult writing?
LN: Lesbian identity i important to me. Butch/Femme identity. I write a lot about AIDS. I write a
lot about family relationships between parents and children.
TP: Two of the theme I eem to have picked up strongly are Jewish identity and lesbian identity.
Which way do you think that religion and sexuality fit together, or don't fit together?
LN: That' a hard question. I always tell people that being raised as a Jew was a really good training
ground for growing up and discovering that I am a le bian. I felt like an outsider being raised as a
Jew, and I also was rai ed to have a very strong sense of community. And also that it is very impor
tant to be in a community as it is to be an individual. And I find that the same values hold true in the
lesbian community. Unfortunately, a lot of Jewish religion is very patriarchal. I find it sexist,
heterosexist. We are urged at a very early age to grow up, get married, have children.
TP: You've become a very popular guest lecturer at many colleges. What are some of the things you
address when talking to capipuses?
LN: I use my book, Heather Has Two Mommies, as a jumping off point to talk about gay rights. I
try to address issues dealing with gay families. A lot of people think that gay parents really want
their children to grow up and be gay. I've never met gay parents who didn't want their children to
grow up and be anything but happy.
For information on Leslt~a Newman's books, visit her website at www.lesleanewman.com.
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Attitude Adjustment

n g tiv p r n
ry n g tiv p r n
I hav lway b n a n gative p r n
My mother aid ' Don t b o negative.
My father aid 'Accentuate the po itive.'
I aid, "Expect the war t.
If it happen , you won't be di appointed.
If it doe n't happen, you'll be urpri ed."
When Buddy got te ted
I decided to think po itive
I decided to have a po itive attitude
I wa po itive that Buddy wa negative
Surpri e

I am

Sestina for Buddy
Oh for the day when AIDS
wa a candy cube I ate to lo e weight
my only goal in life to be kinny
a Buddy i right now, all eye
and bones in his hollow face
still lovely in the early morning.
Buddy sleeps all morning
now. Even the ho pita} aid
pau e to stare at hi chi eled face.
I sit at his bed ide and wait
for him to open his left eye,
the right one lost forever in a fold of skin
swollen and purple like the kin
of a grape. In fact, this very morning
boasts three new lesions I
kiss one by one by one. I'm not afraid of AIDS
only of this never-ending wait
which is sure to end too oon. Will I be able to face

24
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Buddy' death when it come ? Hi face
i a battleground: mottled kin,
unken cheek from lack of weight.
Will thi morning b the morning
Buddy lo e and AIDS
win ? It' a que tion I
don't want answered so I focus my eyes
once again on his dear old face,
so familiar yet so strange since AIDS
has rearranged everything under the skin.
Who can bear this sight first thing in the morning?
I swallow hard and wait
for my courage not to fail me, wait
for Buddy to open his one good eye,
wait for the waiting to be over and the mourning
to begin. I memorize his face:
the unbearable translucence of his skin
wracked by thi monster we call AIDS.
If I could aid him in ending this wait
to leave hi skin behind and fly, I
would face him toward the light and let him go thi morning

Nutmeg
When you were at work
Guy and I grew
bored but the only drug in the house
to drop was nutmeg
which we diddumped the whole container
into a milkshake from McDonalds and drank up
nothing happened
no. visions no buzz
a total bust until we went to pick you up
I noticed· it first
waiting
at a stop light
a lady
in fake leopard coat walking her Chihuahua
had your face
a kid
on a Schwinn pumping

.................._
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up th hilly ur f
n hi f
Guy
n ti d it t
turn d t t LI m
I twi t d
h 1 k d ju t lik y u
th r ar vi w mirr r nd tar d you tar d ba k
and winked
At the train tation
every pa enger
getting off the 6:33
a dead ringer
Will the real Buddy plea e stand up?
Finally you emerged
omehow we knew
and leapt from the car hrieking
mothering you
with hug and ki e bowing down
to the homecoming queen
you were pleased
then embarra ed
then u picious
"What are you guy on, anyway?"
" utmeg!" we roared giggling like girl scout
Ten year later I take no drug
till ee your face
e v e r y w h e r e that kid on a kateboard
the boy who pump
my ga
the UPS man with hi fancy clipboard
anyone tall dark
and under thirty
Will the real Buddy plea e stand up?
Im till waiting for you
to emerge
from anywhere
oh the hug the ki e
I would giv you
your mil making me higher
than the ball on we relea ed
the day you died
tanding . on the beach
the ocean foamy as a milk hake
Guy' eyes dark wet cloud
grainy as nutmeg
the and under our feet
Will the real
Buddy please stand up

Still Life With Buddy
mahogany table top
hand-made doily
fluted crystal vase
sprig of forget-me-nots
photo of Buddy dressed to kill
leaning against his ashes

'"Attitude Adjustment," "Sestina for Buddy," "Nutmeg,"
and "Still Life with Buddy" ©1997 Leslt~a Newman
(Pride & Imprints, Pt. Orchard, WA) . Used by permis
sion of the author.
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GENDE_~
The Inner
Monologue

••••

s.

Gutlin

7.

The Itch of Woman
b au

uppo ed to do
oppo ed to
violent erotic fanta ie
that' what it made of
bits of puzzle
and elf devouring wi h fulfillment
puppy dog tail and pice

M thigh h ld ri ul t
kn
I dg
untold and unb Ii abl b twe n
what i and what u ed to b .
The geographie of udden tream
run off like rainfore t patter
almo t audible impr gnation of the oul.

by nature that' what it

becau e nature conquer nature to thrive
and ome playful games end in bloodshed
becau e ome thorn and gla s lie beneath
ummer flower and some in ect sting

The kin of my hip ket hed deep
ometime app ar to be moving
rippling along with an unfelt wind.
Sometime they are till and ancient
while I am floating around them
wondering at their etemality.
The line of my belly form a tigre
I ee her head and lithe b dy in irid cent
himm r of blu and p a h kin.
Writhing beneath th hrubb ry live
a tunning nale of car ti ue
alway cutting deep, deeper into the earth.
My on believe every woman po , e e
the living world in her mid- ection ju ta Id
Proof that man ha been here; the blade i known.
But the hi sing stream running through me
do not belong to metal or man;
the jagged fold of fie hi mine.
My con tant itch, the roar of water ru hing to ea,
flow from dante, my on, entrenched earth
98.6 degree inferno, jungle warm surrounded

30
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IN THE DAYS OF JOTHAM,
AHAZ, AND BEZEKIAH

One Night
I wanted you
to scream
and stagger
on the precipice,
of pleasure/pain
as each time
you quivered
I felt more the man
but don't say
we made love
for I am no fool. ..
I can feel shame.

Let' drive through the de ert
to boredom' limit.
Let' pas outhem ga tation
on fi h Friday, Let' ignore
the cent of lard caked hu hpuppie
and cornbread.
We are on a mi sion. Thi is erious.
Let' pack lightly. Toothbru h,
hoe poli h and a rag.
Are not the birds in the heavens
filled by Providence?
Let' remember the mu tard eed.
Let's drive until the transmission
give out. Let' drive with the headlights
et on high-beam. Let' keep the ball rolling
even if we are tired.
L t ke p verything between the line .
L t t 11 the po tman
that we have no addre ,
only our pre ent condition,
Let' end thing to dear friend
general delivery,
Let' collect pecimen
from every geographic region.
Let's breathe with intent, act
like we mean it.
I said this was serious.

32
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••••••
LESSONS

Hyperion

You wonder what they're imitating: man
standing like an iron gate, opening
and closing himself as if he could swing
open conscience or ignore the wide span
of confidence and guilt. And every damn
insect in the world flies (with everything
it carries) straight through his open bearings,
the tight space between his fingers and hands.

The lead sled death fighter,
Once a Vietnam workhor e,
Grew up in barrack on tilts.
Tender footed chain-slinger,
Eating dinner out of the dumpster,
Thi small boy, innocent son,
Was ent to war on the rays of the sun.
"I heard a swallow and knew death was mine."
Mud, like thick tew, rose up above him,
The bullets and mosquitoe uccumbed hi ense of time.
Fume of friends in destiny's dawn
Sprawled out upon heaven' white lawn.
Sleep remained his only desire
Other than freedom from thi dire horizon.
With a di illu ioned heart, echoe of war would haunt
Every creva e in thi poor child's pores.
The boy who left home an angel,
Lost his soul and came back a man.

11111111111111
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He stares at himself as if tempered lines
were etched on the back side of glass (if glass
ha a back side). And he draws down iron
fists of anger, watching blood slowly wind
from counter to basin, and trickle past
fate and the hard truth he's about to learn.
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For Mirna, Who Died in Tibet
All you uffi red
Mother
dead, the barley wined
Father, your fir t,
the last love night
with the Szechwan oldier,
the two brothers,
your husbands,
who waited their whole pubescence
for a wife,
the baby
who might have been
a olace, but died
with you in birth,
you, o young,
at 17 .. ..
Mirna,
with the carved Buddha
ign
in your back, the lama
aid you were gone, the rope
around the babe, still
hanging
from your vagina.

Mirna,
you had no choice
but to uffer, it seems to me. Maybe
you didn't ee life as such,
which might
actually be your Wisdom.
I hope you made it at lea t
to the plea urable A ura world .

Mirna,
they cut and fed you
to the birds;
to you, maybe
a spiritual solace
on that peak
near the lake
at the Earth's limits

Opposite
Untitled
D.C. Banks
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OUTTAHERE

for
hour
but till

k p
h Id

m w h r th r in th
2 0 nd m dd pa
not much for decade though
what a life
you ve made for your elf
and then you woke up and
woke up
and continue
to
get

UP
topped with
bra traps
men truation
the pill
and
you
began
to
get

UP
so was it there
in the cloud
or in the fold of
the blankets
or in the undecipherable
ramblings of
mattre ses
(you could make that
damn
twin et
speak
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th
ilent
hole
within
you)
it might have been
more than that
it wa
continued to be
in fact
alway
was

UP
but regardle
you
were
never
could
would
will not
allow
your

of all up and up and up and up

you

to
be
out

out

out

out
. .. . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . 39

•••••
AFf R ME AND B FORE ME th ugh n t n ar
the fire that clean e th chancre
approximate blue, the coa t? the ocean?
The ound of archetype a dream equence
familiar to cat and homo sapiens
alike, walking through the wood , a forest
the first snow fall cover dead leave ,
white replacing brown and black,
top to neeze, a cold etting in,
see a cabin, unable to enter, unable
to enter, the archetype the.dream
Confe ional idenote: I have driven three women
to the clinic.
And so now when I drink at leisure's
borrowed pace, when I cozy into the chair
inherited from my father, when I talk of thing
that men talk about, the usual, economics,
indu try.., the u ual intelligent ubject
among intelligent men, when I talk
and drink at lei ure' tolen pa e,
wallow and syllable exhaled half-heartedly
through vocal folds, manipulate labial-dental
to guttural and back, counting reckless meter,
reckle s meter
Retraction: The sidenote wa said in a desperate .
moment, and hould be expunged from the
record.
Dreams of settlers that have oon to find the coast
oxen in stock, imagining the heartland (Nebraska, Illinois,
Kansas, Iowa ... ) before the crop, walking in shoes
shod in leather straps, soles of wooden planks and
attached by rawhide strips, walk into the Pacific
catavti et-haddevarim haellah batlanta
le vignt-sept de juin anno domini MDCCCCIC

Opposite
Untitled
Catherine Vance
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Douglas

Himmer

262.040899
In our bia ed eye
He' a good friend of our ,
Becau e we know how entimental he
Get
Over the first day of trout eason.

Opposite
Untitled

D.C. Banks
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••••••
Casas Sinatra

by Nat King Cole, Matt Monroe, and Frank Sinatramo t of the time it wa Sinatra though, whom he loved,
and I r m mb r th pinball machine and how when
I coaxed them th wr ng way, they hut off and fla hed
'Tilt nd 1 didn't know what it meant, and my father

My fath r b liev d th tr t f pain to b lean
the civil police in rare form a they tood traight
and aluted when a ked a que tion, or for direction ,
lo t dog , etc. I ate my fir t apple, actually more like a dozen
and ended up with un empacho a my mother

aid that tilt meant what Sinatra did on tage when
hi elegant, lim body moved real uave, cool, and his hands
and fingers hook to the beat of each note and he had
thi way of turning, and I figured it mostly meant
that I was having too much fun and then I'd pull the plug

called a tomach up et, ate grape , cheese, liqueurfilled bon bon , potato chip , ardines, oy ter ...
Saw the now fall one year, the e flecks a if out
of tom pillow, idyllic stuff. Oh, flew kite
from our twelve- tory apartment balcony,

to reset the machine and my father gave me more money
to start playing all over again, and when the machine
went quiet one more time, I heard my own breathing rise
before the music coming from the comer, always the comer
of those smoky, penumbra-ridden bar where my father drank

rode the elevator a a prank to the portero
who unbeknown t to me at the time kept his eye
on German nudie magazine , fla he of pink to me
and who cared les if I rode the elevator or ran up the tair .
Watched John Wayne movie with my father

with his friend , and then I would walk home, numb
in the cold, hands deep inside my empty pockets,
to tell my mother my father would be home a soon
a the songs ended and he drank the rest of his beer,
and I thought of nothing more, ju t the wind, cold,

at the andileja' unday matinee. The Gun
ofNavarone and Cowbo , two of my father' favorite ,
and I would ay mine too for we watched them fourteen
Sundays that one year. Nothing bad, I confess,
nothing like what made tho e German oldier

the way the old men agged in their overcoat on park
benche , the way my feet ached and the bli ter in my
finger hurt from playing o much pinball when I should
have been doing my homework, and on the way I learned
all those songs Sinatra ang and that my father loved;

in the movie put their hand to their ear every time
the huge gun blasted a shell at the hip in the horizon.
Played occer at the park, the pinball machine
when I went to the bar with my father who loved
gambas al ajillo, fried choriw, and tap beer. Serrano ham

the snow fell quietly and ettled on everything,
like sepia dust fallen backwards from the heavens,
like these memories that have found a final, quiet form
on a leaden sky, when everyone was alive and happy
no matter the weather, and even the snow seemed content

too, all that cholesterol food that turned our cheeks
red. My father 's Spanish friends called itfortaleza,
this ability to line one's tomach with good food
and good wine. If the place had a jukebox, my father
put in coins and played the songs he liked and found
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to find its way to the earth, in Madrid, Spain
from the years 1970 to 1974, lingered in the air
long enough for a father to speak about music,
la reconciliacion de todas las cosas Sinatra,
after so many years, for a father, for a son.
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••••••
IAmADad
To pluck a oul
from the forrnle void
and give it hape in my and your
D Aimage,
to end it willy-nilly
down the path of
breath, en e,
suffering, de ire,
love and death,
to have a tiny hand
reach out
grab your finger,
a little voice of love
call you da-da and not
shed tear
would be inhuman.
ot m my face i
dren hed, my fac
i drenched

My Daughter
I w 1 d ut n h r
wh n h wa n m nth Id.
I wa ared
and young
and didn ' t know
how to love.

I ran a far and fast
a I could:
city to city
bar to bar
woman to woman
trying to forget.
Only year later
did I low down
and give her time
to catch up with me.
Now on the eve of her eighth birthday
he ha come to vi it
for a week.
We go for a walk late at night
down the dirt road
behind my house
and her small voice
peak to me through
the darkne .
I want to know
if you care about me,
she says.
This child I left to wolves
in a stark Las Vegas apartment,
delicate as a blade of grass,
stands before me
asking for the truth.
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I take her by the hand
as we tum back
toward the house
and try to find words
to tell my daughter
what kind of man
her father has been.
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m
The Sunset Pair

Kmart 1978
Hi middl -aged, fright ned face doe not ri e in the morning
to parall 1 th aur ral un,
no light ho ted up n a lifted countenance,
for the window of hi e ence remain shut and tightly lowered
into the p ychological architecture of a hide-away.
Only the eye of that hiding face may, at times,
roll quickly up, in contrasting speed,
to venture a glance toward the non-Down syndrome world,
then abruptly relower, just as fast,
in retreat to the po tured nonexi tenceal ways dartingly fa t, before the route of his glance may be discerned
and backtracked to his fragility.

Th blu bulb blink
over there. You
and I are crowded,
leg tangled like
pale branche braided.
Your leg look like mine
until I see your
blue flip flops. You
hum to yourself
and I ee you are sleepy.
Your curly head bobs
to the rhythm of your fading song
and the motion of the wheel
beneath us; the blending ound
of all that surrounds us. I

Endless wrinkles have usurped her face,
time-scars of travail
aero s the face once fair
of hi weak mother, now of pure white hair,
thinning through her ninth decade.
Time and fate have left her alone
a ole companion to thi , the la t child;
and he i the lone companion for her.
She it at the old kitchen table with him
during the hour of each meal,
when long he tare at each bite of food on his fork
before lifting it to hi mouth;
and she watche the reruns on television with him,
to keep him company,
of Lawrence Welk' big band,
while he sits, sen ing her nearness,
in the old, stuffed chair
with his accordian,
to play along with the once-recorded, rerun songs of the band leader,
now deceased.

watch daddy, while you doze
(it ha been a long day) and he i happy.
I can tell by hi pringy
knee bending, bouncy walk
and the way he mile at momma,
all quare, white teeth showing. Her
walk wi he , kirt flowing
like a breeze blowing
through it, but I know it' her happy hips
that move it, like daddy's smile
has moved her. His
fingers crisscross through mamma's
wispy hair. She takes his hand, and presses
the nail bitten ends of it to her small lips,
as we turn down the toothpaste aisle.
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They are a pair sojourned in special opaqueness.
He has lived always in the thinnest elucidation,
while she has entered light's final casting.
Yet, it is not a solo quest for bright light
which themes either's day, now...
but a sharing of the sunset.
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••••••
Without
Th child till crie
for you, delicate
a the mooth green water
that pread above a pond,
untouched.
She ha gathered
the endle night without
your voice to wake
her when glitter dream
tum to dragon .
Carried the empty
hunger of a child without
arm to shield her,
and the matron pierce
of eye , reducing harm
to air.
She tru t the memory
of your touch, a whi per,
the wonder of the un
leaving day, like a flower
pilling golden nectar.
The ound of your voice
calling to crow , and ong
escaping in wide mouthed
delight.
And she will go
without the beauty
of watching wrinkles
shape around your mouth,
your eyes, and she will
go without you.
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From the Book of Sighs
"m soul ascend . thus, white and true,
with some melancholy garden
a fountain sighs toward the Blue!"

-Stephane Mallarrne
my mother, the great sigher, left today
after a month-long visit, and now
we are all ighing, my daughters,
my wife, myself, even our chihuahua
has that look of melancholia in her eyes,
why? clean living quarters, delicious
food on the table at regular hours,
clean laundry, ironed and starched,
my wife ighs because she says I will
compare her to my mother, I sigh
becau e I know she's right, the girls
igh becau e my mother made them
camomile tea before their bed time
which they drank with Cuban crackers;
my mother call from Miami and sighs
over the static of the line, says
she misses us, o I tell her of our abuse,
how we didn't take her anywhere
while she was here, how we took
advantage of her generosity, he tells
me not to worry, he'll be back,
then we both sigh, she from so far
away, me in the kitchen among
dirty dishes, crumb-ridden floor,
guideless, on this side of the broken.

..................
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GENDE 
The

Ambiguities

••••••
BLACK WOMAN BATTLE CRY
A mother is not just a mother but
the line of women who have made
us what we are at great cost.
- Lucille Clifton

a couple of year ago
a 35- year-old
mother of three
a ked my mother
how she managed
only to have one child.
a 35-year-old woman
who'd already had three kid
wanted to know
how my mother
only had one child
it wa an earne t que tion
with an an wer two birth
too late.
my mama had enough of accidents
after one.
and he wa legal.
with a hard-working hu band
and a co11ege degree
in the 1970 .
what i want to know i
how does a 35-year-old
have three accidents
unmarried, uneducated
and unemployed in the 1990s?

....................

what i want to know is
what happened to the black women?
' the Ida and Mary
the Angelas and Assata
have been replaced
by h neeka and Shenana
by the bitche and the hoe
and th baby m ma .
our mind have fallen
into our pu ie ,
popping hot on BET &
MTV&WB ,
on the cover of Vibe and
RollingStone

legs pread
mouth open and motionless
quiet pretty and prostrate
we have become tho e pinups
curvaceous vacuous
our brains pulsing sporadic signals
to our neon bodies,
nothing intere ting to ay,
no voice to say it with,
no thought beyond oap operas,
blown up pager ,
other · tah we hate,
men who never call,
outfit we gonna wear,
our babie
and their MIA fathers
what happened to the
Zora and the Nellas,
the Amy Garvey
the Betty Shabazz'?
have they all been burned
by their grandsons?
are all their graves
unmarked and forgotten?

..................
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are all their lega ie
ob olet
mptied f th ir meaning
lick d l an
r
lik p .
fr m
k tt1
dirti d and di carded
like all the children i ee
in upermarket and hopping mall
trailing two tep behind
some creaming young
black woman/child
to hurry up and come on
what i want to know
i where you're ru hing off to
worth leaving the future behind?
why are so many accident illiterate?
illegitimate?
financially dependent?
why are o many babie '
mama unmarried?
why are o many babie '
<laddie mad?
why are there o many babies
and pri on
and babie
and glock
and babie
and narcotics
and ex...
between all the hard legs
and soft thighs
where did you say the babie were again?

................

("Shit.")
I am not that person
not that girl
not lost
not losing
not defeated
no longer hopping fences
to get back to you
or wallowing pride
or love
for you
for thi
this thing that's over
ended
finished
rm not falling
or slipping
back to you
with you
around you
not loving
not tru ting
just standing
beating
breathing
walking
into the sun
the rain
the future
putting a coat
over the puddles of the past.

..................-

••••
From the Circular Files of the Hair Club for Men
You wake from your Sunday paper
to find hair plug in your coffee,
your hirt clamped onto your back
with weat bead rolling black ink
along the dyed edge of your ide
bum . uddenly you don't feel
up to ho ting the evening new .
Suddenly your mid-life cri i
make a urpri e appearance,
though you warned it again t
uch unexpected visit .
Why don 't you call first, for Christ's sake,
you bellow, to no one in particular,
except your no y neighbor who
emptied the gla that hou e her teeth
each night, to pre it mouth
to the wall adjacent to your her
hearing aid clinking and ca cading
everywhichway, knocking her head
around unraveling her tight,
meticulous schoolmarm bun.
I hope you get an eye full, you
damn old ding bat, you yell
through the wall, then race
to the bathroom to let out loud,
obnoxiou bodily noises. Put your ear
up to that, old lady, you yell defiantly,
emerging from the bathroom
a few pounds lighter. I hope you
break your neck on the glass.
And put those teeth back in your mouth!
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the big fella went right up his fullback's rump
Thank G d for Vi

m!

Here I m all concerned about CBS
editing out
the man-on-man lip smack
between it two hetero male costars
in the highly TVed Philadelphia
but a Mary Pointed out
they did leave the clas ic
leave em rollin in the aisles
2 drink minimum
here's a brick wall--make us laugh
hot yogurt on the back joke
and I know why CBS banished football
it wasn't spiraling ad costs
it was all those sweaty
sexy men
lapping each other on their bubbled rumps after touchdowns
& quarterback reaching between his center
que ting for the literal ball
needing a trong grip to throw a quote
tight a
piral
and now I think CBS' replacement for football Sunday is in danger
because we can't have Rudy Galinda twirling like a princess
& screaming like a pageant winner
oh wait
CBS just brought football back last year
so I guess it is okay to slap men on their muscled asscheeks
for celebratory purposes on the Sacred Sabbath
but not okay to show an acted kiss between two men
who love each other
after sundown on a weekend
But don't worry
Time Warner's in town
Viacom ain't no Disney
CBS will show quality fundamental values programming
& just wait until Deion runs one back for a touchdown!

................

••••
She Sings a Good Lesbian
wimming in a raspberry swirl
tick out a finger and catch a drip
rapid flurry flying kick
in a ri ing oxygen-hazed piral
she'
tar-fucking
fuck-raving
rage-heaving
boot-kicking
kock-eating
egg-stealing
team-dwelling
land-living
lip,- having
tunt-riding
ridge-rocking
grind-pumping
pound-begging
mound-wetting
legion
of
bitch

Opposite
Untitled
D.C. Banks
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apon

where beef come from
It b gin with G rg On Friday G org ay (whil
cratching hi good left ball - except that G orge doe n' t know that hi
right ball i bad But he will in 5 month when a imple phy ical di covers
hi tume cent polyp If George could have bothered to cratch the right
ide of hi crotum ju t once - with pa ion - all could have po sibly been
prevented) I don't care if it's goddamn -40 Celsius I'm going goddamn
hunting George friend (who truly are hi friend unlike George'
enemie ) try to convince George that -40 eel iu i actually warmer than -40
Fahrenheit, but George i having none of their cientific nifty hit He'
got 12 point bucks to bring down So early on Sat. morning George quaffs
hi prehunt hot of Wild Turkey Grabs hi deerhunter pecial Scratche
hi good left ball and head out to George Deerhunting Tree Once
George pent al1 Sunday (back before George found hi Savior - the Good
Book ays Je u didn't hunt but George i n't old on that idea ju t yet) and
brought down four buck and a doe from hi Deerhunting Tree That wa
George' fine t moment a a hunt man Today the deer are entrenched
from the cold (witch nip cold a George' dad might have once exclaimed
to hi on) and G orge ha pent 4 hours in hi winter- tripped Deerhunting
Tree But G org h ar a twig nap yard di tant This i it Thi i
goddamn it Shoot one & let get goddamn down Ge rg rai e p cial
to notched shoulder and quint at a cow wandering into hi hot ight a
goddamned cow,
4 hours & it' a goddamned cow George tares at the
cow At it lo t udder ready to bur t with unpumped milk Rai e hi
pecial to boulder 4 hour I'm goddamned killing something
George cratche hi right ball (and if he wouldn't have been o intent on
the cow Georg might have found that growth & aved him elf) queeze
hi trigger once with trained huntsman mu cle and that' where beef
comes from

Opposite
"Aloft my Sword"
Thomas Poole
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COWGIRLS
Round and Round
our backyard town
imagination to be found

Riding through the du ty bru h
on ol' faithful Buttercup
I tip my red cowgirl hat

Midnight and sis,
in too big blue cowgirl hat
clippity clop clop catch up

We are on our way
with a yippy kie yay
a the du t bellow behind

We have a west
a wild wild we t
to conquer in our equined ve t

Opposite
for you, my flower
D.C. Banks
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••••••
Ladie Night
Liz i walking toward ur tabl , a drink in h r hand and a mirk on her face. Thi
doe n t look good.
Plea e don't bring it to me, plea e don t bring it to me, plea e ...
"Here you go, Ali on, The gentleman at the end of the bar bought you a drink."
Liz is mirking, goddamn her. She knows how uncomfortable this i , and she' getting off
on it. Si terhood, my a .
"Thank . Um, tell him I aid thanks would ya'Liz?" I can feel my neck getting
warmer.
"Sure thing," She goe wishing away, back behind the bar, I tare at the drink,
and at the other women at my table.
"Don't drink it," That's Molly.
"What the hell? Free booze i free booze!" That' Le lie.
"You're blushing." That's Sheila.
I look at the tall gla s in front of me, filled with reddish-orange something or
another. Probably Sex On The Beach, or something equally revolting.
"Your tum had to come ometime, Al."
I know Leslie right. After all, it' Ladie 'Night, and that' when strange men are
uppo ed to buy you drink , right? But not here. ot now. Tue day at The 308 Tavern
aren't uppo d to b like thi . We've taken over. We're in charge. Who the hell do th'
guy think he i ?
I look at Stanley, itting at the higher end of the old, uneven bar. He i looking
into his beer. Hi gla e are heavy and liding down hi no e.
" ow you've done it," Molly hake her head.' You know you'll only encourage
him."
Stanley i the only man who ever come into The 308 on Ladie 'Night. Thinning
blond hair and a basement pallor, he ju t it at the bar, Tue day after Tuesday. Frankly,
we're not quite ure what to make of him.
Liz has a table-top CD jukebox sitting on the bar, and one of the younger couples
is going up to play a song, undoubtedly Melissa Etheridge. Again. No sense of variety
with these girls.
They give Stanley a very wide berth, He freezes, motionless. He does not even
look up at the two lithe young women in matching leather pants who just walk right by
him. He never makes eye contact with anyone but Liz, and that's mostly when he's
ordering.
"I think he's harmless," Leslie pronounces.
"A harmless man. Very funny." Molly is in no mood for leniency.
"Remember la t month, when he bought me an orange juice?" Sheila giggles. "I
thought if I had Liz say I didn't drink, he'd back off. Gues not."
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"Did I ever tell you about the time he bought Molly a water?"
"Shu~ up, Leslie," Molly' voice i dry enough to catch fire, and my nerves aren't
far berund I know Stanley harmle . We all do, Just took at him over there in his pleat
fronted pant and deck hoes. Not exactly brimming over with testosterone. But we resent
him anyway. Wi fe 1 inv ded. Spi d upon.
M lly nd L li are till niping at each other in the half-seriou way exgirlfri nd d . Sheila i di tracted and picking at her new tattoo, which i just beginning
to p el, I wand r if he thought about how the words "Baby Dyke" on her bicep will look
when he' fifty. I am uddenly very tired of my friends.
"Al, where ya' going?" Sheila's question hits my back and bounces off.
I am doing the unheard of. The unthinkable. I am walking over to talk to Stanley.
Mouths gape as women's eyes dart ahead to where I am heading. Liz is trying very hard
to catch my eye, I am walking very deliberately forward, towards the only man in the bar.
At the last second, though, I choke. I veer off.
Instead I bee-line for the bathroom, a cold sweat prickling under my T-shirt. I do
not feel very well.
Molly is the first one into the bathroom after me.
"What the hell was that, may I ask?"'
"What was what?" My mouth is cottony and sour. "I had to go to the toilet."
"And I'm Phyllis Schlafly. Don't go all coy on me, Miss Thing."
"Molly," I ask from behind the stall door, "have I ever told you that you are the
angrie t person I know?"
"Ye , and you're not the first." She is snapping, "And stop trying to change the
subject--"
I hear the outer door, and the bar noi e get louder for just a econd.
"Ali on, are you a adist, or are you just too stupid to know any better?"
"Oh, for chri ake - Liz, what?" I lam the tall door open, for the fresh air as
much a for effect. "Why do you care about Stanley? Nobody cares about Stanley!" It
feels good to be yelling. Very good.
Liz cros es her arms under her breasts and looks at me very cooly.
"Precisely."
·
She walks out. I lean over the trash can, under the sink. I might feel better if I
could actually throw up, but all I get is a tightness in my throat and a warm spot in my
jean . Fight or flight response, I suppose.
Molly snorts and shakes her head. "Straight women. They just don't get it." She is
now on my side again, united against a common enemy. That's the thing about Molly. As
long as she has someone to push against, she knows who she is.
Molly hops up onto the window ledge and swings her legs.
This bathroom used to be something else, I think. There's a window sill on the
inside with no w1ndow, at least a foot deep. Then there's a door next to it, two feet off the
ground, that goes nowhere. You gotta wonder. It doesn't make me feel any steadier.
"What were you thinking, Al?" Anger redirected, Molly is gentler with me.
"I was thinking I would ask him ... I don't know. Something. Why he does that?
What he wants from us, I don't know?" I lean against the wall and slide down. I am cooler
now, but I hang my head between tightly bent knees and I can smell myself.
"Jesus, Allie, aren't you brave?" Sheila has pushed the door open a crack and
sticks just her head in. "You're the heroine of the evening. Girls are dying to buy you a

................

drink." There' that giggle again.
"Sheila what are y u talking ab ut?" Molly i c Ider again n w that omeone
el e i in th tiny L- hap d r m.
Oh y ah y u mi d ·
ormin in aft r h r.
My h ad pop up
infully ff th w 11.
I win .
uth i in
in
ar
payin att nti n.
'
mn y
w lk d ut. Pra ·
ran. an ha a p l tart d
n wh th r r n t h '
I pu in t o d 11
n ut girlfri nd, nd b
b
f th b 11!
' In a minute.
Sheila leave , and I put my head back between my knee .
'Are you getting ready for a plane era hover there?'
"Maybe. Look Molly...that guy was never any trouble. He never talked to
anybody. He never made much eye contact. Hell, he only got off hi bar tool to go to the
bathroom.
"So... why did I feel like I had to go and... care him like that?"
"Scare him? No offen e, Al but you would be hard pre ed to threaten anybody.
Why on earth would he be cared of you?'
"He wa cared, Molly. It wa all over hi face. He ju t, twi ted up and froze.
That' why I pulled away at the la t minute. I felt like a complete bitch, bearing down on
him like that."
Molly hop off the window. She tand over me, looking down.
"Ali on he wa a trange little man who obviou ly, omehow, got off on buying
drink for le bian . He' been in here every Tue day for the la t year. Liz ays he never
ee him any other night. Ju t Tuesday . It i n't healthy. Probably the be t thing anybody
could've done for him wa to care the hit out of him. Don't worry about it. Maybe from
now on h 11 go ha le traight women." he pat me n t p of my head. I know he
mean it t be comforting and ffecti nate. It i a ge ture I hat d ev n wh n w w r
lover . "Come on out when you're ready, and I 11 buy you ab er.' he tep ov r me and
out into the bar.
Sitting on the greasy linoleum, alone in the bathroom, I till feel like a bitch.
It wa ju t Stanley. He come in on Tue day night , Ladie 'Night, knowing the
place i full of dyke , knowing he i doomed to failure. He never talk to anybody, except
maybe Liz. I am telling my elf, it i ju t Stanley Alli on, and n body in that room out
there give a good rat' a about Stanley.
Preci ely.
I pick myself up off the floor, and swear that if he ever comes back in, I will make
it up to him, I will talk with him, I will be Stanley's friend, I will find out the an wers to
tho e questions I wanted to ask him, and I will not care him. I will make him feel afe
enough to talk to me.
So help me, I will buy him a drink.
He isn't coming back, of course. There's a part of me that knows thi with absolute
certainty, just from the way he alway sat hunched like a cared rabbit on his barstool.
What we always took for arrogance was fear. But the re t of me hope for the chance at
redemption.
I walk out of the bathroom and back into the bar.
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Lon ly? J b g t y u d wn? Inn d of TLC? Or ju ta plain old tre
r 1
? Wi hav ju t th n w r! all:

1-800 Bangkok Babes!*
These are not your ordinary pro titute . Like the ones you find roaming
around on the treet going from john to john in search of a quick fix. These
are, h~me grown born-and bred 14 and 15 year old Chiang Rai virgins. (But
get th1 : they look 12 and 13!!!) I repeat they look 12 and 13!!! They will not
onl~ meet your every lust-craved desires and need , but will give you an
ancient ma age, as well.
What' mo t intere ting about our girls is that they have been kept in a cell
for about 3 year and are roaring and ready to go. And do not worry. These
are not not-nosed runaway who couldn't hack it at home and whose
parent are annoying everyone in their de perate attempts to get their
daug~te~ back. The e girl come complete with contracts with their parents
perrm 10n. We made ure that the parent know what their daughter are
getting themselve into when they agree to trade them in for a new house to
replace their hut, refrigerators, TV , video recorder , money, false teeth
clothe , tile to cover mud floor , in-door plumbing, ba eball card , Sear
catalogue , Hol1ywood movie po ter , window , roof , toilet seats for the
outhou e, mention in the obituary ection of their local new paper.
And no, don't get alarmed. We haven't promi ed their parent that they
were going to work at a factory or as a waitress in exchange for a $150 loan
they would have to work to pay off. Don't believe everything you read in
tho e left-wing papers or ee on tho e magazine new shows. The governor
of Chiang Rai will vouch for us. You can write to him or phone if you have
any doubt . We run an hone tall-American business which he supports.
So don't wa te any time doubting, Thomas. Pick up the phone and
call:

1-800 Bangkok Babes!* andsetupyourtravel

itinerary for a good old fashion gung-ho red-blooded American time in lust
filled Thailand. It's got plenty of good hot sex to give. And a hard working
guy like you ·could use it!
*(Only $3.95 per call and a $600 charge per virgin. Master Card and Visa accepted. Any one
under 18 can not apply. So try and get a friend that's older.)
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GENDER
The
Other

m

GETTING HIGH
He itting in b d ne t to me
rolling a joint, concentrating.
I'm laying here
eye clo ed,
thinking ab ut
my hymen.
It remain
ucce fully
annoyingly
in tact.

INSIDE 1 &
OUTSIDE & ON & TRYING
HARD TO COUPLE

***

He pondering
doe n't know I'm watching.
He's trying to think about
pot and football and writing poetry
but he wondering if I m mad.
I'm thinking he' ju t cared,
that my 1 g
have b n padlocked at th knee
and now they re coming unhinged.
And he not ready to get high
on anything el e ju t yet.
He' rolling the paper in hi finger
I'm rolling ex on my tongue
and oon,
I'd like to
light it and bum it.
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BETTER THAN DRINKING ALONE
I hard

A I cleaned her up, I told her she needed to get out more, but I don't think she heard me.
When we parted he offered me a ki s, but I declined. Politely. Then I went back into the
bar to ee if I could care up any action thi late. I did, with a woman who turned out to be
the manife tation of Lu t.
We r m ting again tonight.

w drink with D ath la t ni ht.
I hared a few drink with Death la t night, and he left me to pick up the tab.

It wa in a bar off of Avenu A, and he wa wearing midnight blue tocking with a matching leather kirt, a
flame red tank top and a necklace made of piece of Lucky Charm cereal trong together on a thin wire. The
brea t of Death looked full to bur ting underneath her tank top and I've alway been a brea t man, so I made
my way aero the room to get to know her better.
At fir t when I a ked her name and he aid, "I'm Death," I a urned he wa ju t trying to blow me off, o I
kept on hammering at her. After a minute he repeated it, but thi time he put her hand on my arm and
looked me traight in the e e.
Her touch wa warm but her eye were cold, and when I looked in them I suddenly felt like I wa n't in an
Ea t Village bar anymore. I felt like I wa in ide of a ewer during a torm, and then I felt like I wa the sewer
and I could ee all kind of junk - bottle , yringe , garbage bag - floating by, and I realized that all thi junk,
all thi ca t-off tra h wa really the live or the oul or the karma or whatever of people he bad taken
charge of lately.

h

Nickels

I hook her hand off of me and wa immediately back in the bar. Her brea t till looked inviting, but even
I m not randy enough to try to cop a feel off of Death, o I tarted moving away.
Buy m a drink,' h aid, "and I 11 buy the ne t round." So I rd red her a drink.
d never drunk with a manife tation of a concept before. I wa a little intimidated. At fir t.
A ide from her brea t , he' pretty ordinary. ot cary, like ome people think he i , and not gorgeou , like
ome other think. Cute - even if he' not a natural brunette.
he like rum and coke and whi key our and crewdriver and Iri h coffee , and everything on the rock ,
e en the coffee . E pecially the coffee .
Let me tell you omething important I learned. Death can't hold her liquor.
Al o, after the fourth drink, it's hard to get her to shut up. Finally, I had to tell her, "I don't care who killed
Kennedy, or how Ken Starr will ultimately get it, or how many corp es you can fit in a phone booth. Now
come on, you're making a cene."

A lifetime is planned out
Swirling in two cup of tea
Exhausting her
She sleeps
He tucks
Her hair
Behind her ear
and clothes her in a blanket
A nearby fish tank echoes predictability
Calming him
He slips
Under the blanket
With her and they dream

I dragged her out of the bar, intending to help her home, but when we got outside she broke away from me
and said he didn't need my help, she'd been getting home on her own for millennia, thank you very much.
Then he barfed into the gutter.
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Barry Ballard Recieved hi MA from Texa Chri tian Univer ity in 1983. He ha a strong prefernee for writing contemporary onnet and ha enjoyed publication in a number of journals.

D.C. Banks *
David Baxter A junior at Wright State University, Baxter is currently studying Engli h with a focu
in Creative Writing. Through his pusuit of language as an art form, he has incoporated his study of
vi ual arts.

LeslieBenson Wise beyond her years, Leslie continues to amaze others with her growing talent in all
forms of writing. She is a freshamn at WSU.
Craig Butler Widely published, Butler is from Bronxville, New York.

Sunshine Buzo Sadly missed by all. We in Dayton would have liked to add her talents to our
collective poetic consciusness. But alas, she needs to be elsewhere, to bloom, blossom and develop.
Alan Catlin *
Adam Cline A former editor of Nexus. It is like trying to find Waldo, as he has been stowed away in
Muncie, IN. A gifted poet, writer and humanitarian, he is blessed in life.
Ira Cohen A poet, photographer and filmmaker living in New York City. He's been around the
world and shares with us in his photos.
Mindy Cooper Congratulations! Mindy will be next year's editor of Nexus. We wish her the best of
luck and assure her our full support.
Johnny Cordova 's poem and short stories have appeared in New Orleans Review, Portland Re
view, Beloit Fiction Journal, Slipstream, Tawagoto, and the American Dissident. His poetry is forth
coming in the New York Quarterly, the Montserrat Review, Long Shot, and Chiron Review.

Devin Dinahanian *
Michelle Ellis Received her bachelor's dgree in English from the University of Virginia. She has
al o received her master's in Communication. She has been writing poetry since she was ten. Ellis
belong to an activist group at the University of New Mexico ·called Feminists Liberating Our World
(FLOW). When not aving the world, she tutors elementary school children in writing.
Krista Franklin The don mega of this poetry shit. Without her,, the black poets of Dayton would
have no one to look to as an example. With sistren folade mondisa, she formed "Stickwimin" pro
ductions, wrote plays and commentaries and took poetry to the next. Ashe.
Heather Gilliam A junior majoring in studio art, currently at Wright State University. She plans to
attend Cleveland State University in Fall 2000, followed by graduate school for fine arts.
keedra gustavia Has nocturnal visits from a spirit named Nesta. He guides her, singing colors into
her future.
,
Michael S. Gutlin Has been writing for 11 years, but only four that are worth a damn. He has just
finished his first work, "Chaos Cause You're Beautiful." He has been blending his words with art,

Glassy

Devin Dinahanian

painting, film and music.
Katherine L. Gutwein The news editor for The Guardian, she is a junior at WSU. Besides being a
photographer and writer, she has an illustirous winter guard background. Throw a rifle at her and
watch her go.
Ian Haight A visiting professor of English at Pusan University of Foreign Studies in Pusan, Korea.

He i happily married with two children.
Ken Haponek & Mary vanloveren Although two eparate and di tinct writer , often their union i
not acknowledged. An extremely en ual couple, hie ed with a future poet, Dante, they are the
ubject of many local p t • piece . They are formally dubbed Dayton' fir t family of poetry.
Angelle Haney One of the t w women proud and d erving f th title' Broad.' Driven by fa hion
and ale at Target, he write from her heart whi hi bigger than h probably want to admit.

Michael Douglas Himmer *
Peggy Hesketh *
David Harrison Horton *
Kris Justice Int rnati nal man f my t ry, 23, and a~ rm r W

tud nt. H njoy grilling out,
par ailing, and fighting crime. He will attend Cleveland State Univer ity in Fall of 2000 to fini h
hi degre in tudio art.

Michael Ketchek *
Giovanni Malito A Canadian working in Ireland as a Lecturer in chemistry for the pa t five years.
He edits The Brobdingnagian Times, a literary broadsheet and co-edit Tableau, an interdi ciplinary
journal.

Donna M. Marbury A freshman Engli h education major. Be ides writing poetry, he is intere ted
in reading, ob erving, and searching for truth. She i enrolled in the Vision Mentoring Program.
Tom Mc Fadden His writing ha appeared in nine countries. He lives with his family in Austin
Texas.

Tony Medina A teacher ofEngli hat Long I land Univer ity' Brooklyn campu , i the
author of everal poetry collections including Emerge & See, and No Noose i Good
Noo e. He al o coedited the award-winning anthology In Defen e of Mumia and wa a
pecial editorial director for Catch A Fire!!!: A Cross-Generational Anthology of Contempo
rary African-American Poetry.
Leslea Newman i the author of 30 book including Still Life with Buddy (poetry), Girls Will Be
Girls (fiction) and Too Far Away to Touch (children' books). Vi it her web ite at
www.le leanewman,com.

Sarah Nickels *
Thomas Poole The editor of exu , i very thankful and grateful towards everyone in thi book.
Graduating thi year, he i heading north to Cleveland with no plans, hope or ambition .
Carly Slone An extremely gifted visual artist. She was born in Xenia, OH and attend Wright State
Univer ity. A spritely thing, he i extremely en itive and full of love.
Frank Smith A enior Englidh Lit major at WSU with four credit hour left toward hi B.A. He
will be tran pl;anting him elf to New York City thi fall to attend The New School for Social
Thought. Sometime he has bad days but most of the time he has good days. Good or bad, he does
have a large collection of Lou Reed records and many comfortable shoes. His influences include
friends, family, peers, teacher , and women who treat him badly. One day he hopes to be as trite and
vapid as MTV's Carson Daly.

David Spiering Has published one chapbook, Night Driving with Forestland Publications, Canter
bury, CT. 1998.

Virgil Suarez Born in Havana, Cuba, Suarez is the author of four novels and a collection of
short stories. He has been nominated for two pushcart awards and most recently has
published a collection of poetry and memoir titled Spared Angola: Memories From a
Cuban-American Childhood.
Catherine Vance An arti t attending Wright State University. She head a lab, and is a great visual
arti t. She is shy about her art but need not be.

* No Bio Available
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